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UNIVERSITY POLICIES: Facilities

Classrooms
1.0 All lecture classroom space shall be scheduled by departments or other appropriate administrative units to average 53 hours per week with an anticipated occupancy rate of 66 percent.

2.0 The present time module (50-minute class MWF; 75-minute class TTh) for class scheduling shall accommodate classes meeting three hours per week. Normally, undergraduate classes meeting three hours per week shall conform to this time module until 3:00 p.m.; classes beginning at 3:00 p.m. or later may be scheduled at varying time modules. Classes meeting other than three hours per week shall begin on the hour.

3.0 Administrative units may by mutual agreement exchange allocated rooms or space. A copy of the memorandum confirming any such exchanges shall be forwarded to the Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs / Enrollment or designee.

Computer Use
1.0 Computers
1.1 Computer users shall be liable for activities on their accounts. Relevant federal and state laws and university regulations shall apply. The university shall reserve the right to limit, restrict, or extend computing or communications privileges and access to its information resources.

1.2 Acceptable Use
1.21 University computing and communications resources shall be used only for the university-related activities for which they are assigned.
1.22 Proper copyright permissions shall be obtained, and sources shall be properly cited.
1.23 Users shall not engage in activities that compromise computer security, circumvent controls, disrupt services, or violate computer etiquette.

1.3 Legality and Enforcement
1.31 University policies shall not supersede federal or state laws. Illegal actions may result in prosecution.
1.32 Violations of university computing policies may result in the revocation of access or the discontinuance of an account or the loss of computing privileges.

1.4 Privacy: Computer files, electronic mail, and computing accounts shall not be absolutely private and may be subject to access by various authorized persons in compliance with the California Public Records Act.
1.5 Operational procedures shall be determined and periodically reviewed by the Instructional and Information Technology Committee.

2.0 Electronic Mail
2.1 Communication through electronic mail should be encouraged and supported in the same manner as in classrooms, publications, and correspondence through standard hard copy mail. Professional codes of conduct shall prevail, and users shall adhere to standards of civil communication.
2.2 E-mail messages shall be the intellectual property of the source. Acknowledgment of the source should follow general citation guidelines.
2.3 The e-mail system shall be managed like other campus communications.
2.4 For university business, e-mail lists may be created. Persons may request deletion from such lists but shall otherwise know the information transmitted through such lists.
2.5 Faculty and staff who request e-mail service shall have an e-mail account established and made available for their use.
2.6 Administrative units shall keep the university informed about e-mail legalities. Persons should treat e-mail with the same caution as hard copy mail.

2.7 Persons lacking legitimate business purposes for obtaining access to other persons’ files or communications shall not use electronic mail and computer systems to access those files or communications.

Events

1.0 When the university or its auxiliary organizations offer, sponsor, or authorize on-campus events that contribute to teaching, research, community service, fund raising, community outreach, and campus life, the university shall facilitate campus operations to support the events and to mitigate their impact upon the campus learning environment and the surrounding community. Consultation by the Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs, the Associated Students, and the sponsoring organization shall precede a final decision to hold a controversial or conflicting event.

2.0 Major events shall be scheduled at least two months before the event date. The sponsoring event scheduler shall forward notice of a proposed event to the Events Calendar Coordinator for publication on the Campus Events Calendar. The Events Calendar Coordinator shall review and determine whether conflicts exist and whether the combination of events will adversely impact traffic, parking, safety, or other operations or facilities. Approval for each event shall require the resolution and mitigation of these adverse impacts, and the approval shall be vested with the Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs.

Faculty-Staff Club

1.0 The Faculty-Staff Club building shall be dedicated exclusively to the purposes of housing the Faculty-Staff Club.

2.0 Faculty and staff who are members of the Faculty-Staff Club shall contribute regularly toward its support according to a scale determined by the Faculty-Staff Club Board of Directors.

3.0 The Faculty-Staff Club shall be reserved for members and guests for faculty and staff meetings, dining, and recreation. The Club shall not be available for scheduled instructional purposes or institutes.

Library Privileges

1.0 Faculty

1.1 The loan period for faculty is six months with one renewal.

1.2 Books on loan to faculty are subject to recall at the request of faculty or of students. These requests are to be respected by the borrower, and the book returned. (If the book is vital to a current project, the library may be so advised so that special arrangements can be made.)

1.3 Nonprint items shall be loaned to faculty for a limited time.

1.4 Maximum periodical loan periods for faculty shall be (a) current (latest) issues: noncirculating, (b) unbound back issues: three days, (c) bound periodical volumes: seven days. The Dean of the Library and Information Access may make exceptions to meet critical faculty needs.

1.5 Not more than 100 items shall be checked out to a faculty member at any one time.

2.0 Emeritus Faculty: Privileges shall be as in sec. 1.0.

3.0 Graduate Students

3.1 Classified graduate students, upon proper identification, may borrow books for up to three months and may check out bound periodicals for one day.

3.2 The borrowing privileges of Teaching Assistants and Associates shall be the same as other classified graduate students. The borrowing period may be extended by renewal or by a faculty member checking the book out for the Teaching Assistant or Associate.

4.0 Students
4.1 The due date for books checked out from the main collection shall be 7 days before the start of that semester’s first day of finals. One renewal is allowed. Materials are subject to recall with a maximum of two weeks to return.

4.2 Periodicals shall not be loaned to students.

5.0 Fines: Borrowers shall be responsible for overdue or recalled Library materials. The fine levied for the library materials not returned within two weeks shall reflect not only the cost of the book but also the cost of processing it. Nonrefundable accounting charges shall be assessed if payroll deduction is initiated.

6.0 Confidentiality: At the recommendation of Executive Board of the American Library Association, the Dean of the Library and Information Access should

6.1 Formally adopt a policy that specifically recognizes its circulation records to be confidential,

6.2 Advise librarians and library employees that such records shall not be made available to any agency of federal, state, or local government except pursuant to such process, order, or subpoena as may be authorized under the authority of, and pursuant to, federal, state, or local law relating to civil, criminal, or administrative discovery procedures or legislative investigatory power, and

6.3 Resist the issuance or enforcement of any such process, order, or subpoena until such time as a proper showing of good cause has been made in a court of competent jurisdiction.

Naming

1.0 The Trustees of the California State University have developed CSU policies on naming facilities (“Policy And Procedure On Naming California State University Facilities and Properties”), as well as colleges, schools, and other academic entities (“Policy And Procedures On Naming California State University Colleges, Schools, and Other Academic Entities”). In these policies, the Trustees have retained for themselves the authority to name all CSU facilities and properties, i.e., all buildings; major portions of buildings; university or college streets or roads; stadium and baseball fields and other areas of major assembly or activity; plazas, malls, and other large areas of campus circulation; as well as naming all CSU colleges, schools, programs, centers, and institutes. The Trustees’ policy has stated that the naming of academic entities, as opposed to facilities, is to be reserved for fund-raising purposes only. The policies referenced above have outlined specific procedures to be followed in proposing names to the Trustees.

These policies, along with Executive Order 713, “Delegation of Authority -Naming of CSU Facilities and Properties,” (http://www.calstate.edu/eo/EO-713.pdf), have delegated to the President of each university in the California State University System the naming of those facilities and properties, academic entities, including endowed chairs, and scholarships for which the Trustees have not reserved the naming rights. The intent of the following policy is to guide the process of naming entities for which the President of San Diego State University has been delegated ultimate responsibility.

2.0 Principles

2.1 Naming proposals may originate from administrators, faculty, staff, or students. Each proposal for naming shall be considered on its own merits. No commitment for naming shall be made before final approval of the proposed name. Confidentiality shall be maintained throughout the process of submitting a naming proposal.

2.2 Individuals originating proposals where the naming is associated with a philanthropic gift should seek guidance on procedures from the Office of the Vice President for University Relations and Development. When such proposals include the naming of facilities and properties, the Director of Facilities Planning, Design, and Construction should be consulted to ascertain the projected cost of the facility and to ensure that proposed design changes, including signage or other modifications, are appropriate. Non-philanthropic proposals that involve naming facilities and properties should proceed through the Campus Development Committee.

2.3 A name of an SDSU facility, academic entity, or project shall meet one or more of the following criteria:

2.3.1 It designates the function of a facility or entity.
2.32 It reflects geographic or topographical features of the facility or entity.
2.33 It reflects a traditional theme of the university or college.
2.34 It honors one or more individuals or an organization for one of more of the following reasons:
   a) Unique distinction in higher education or public service,
   b) Academic service to the university and a national or international reputation as a scholar or extraordinary contributions to SDSU or the CSU,
   c) Administrative service to the university marked by extraordinary contributions to SDSU or the CSU,
   d) Staff service to the university marked by extraordinary contributions to SDSU or the CSU, or
   e) A monetary gift or gift-in-kind to the university or an income generating gift, including a gift made by another in the named individual’s behalf.
2.4 Substantial contributions for naming purposes shall be encouraged from both private and corporate donors. In general, the amount of the contribution should equal or exceed the “best practice” for the sort of naming envisioned, as determined by data from the Council for Advancement and Support of Education.

3.0 The Role of Consultation in the Naming Process.
3.1 Appropriate faculty members should be consulted whenever the naming of a facility or an entity directly affects them.
3.2 Appropriate students should be consulted whenever the naming of a facility or an entity directly affects them. The Associated Students shall determine the procedures by which students should be consulted in the naming process.

4.0 The Senate Executive Committee (SEC) shall act on behalf of the Senate in considering naming proposals. The committee may receive such proposals at its regular meetings, or special meetings of the SEC may be called for the purpose of acting on naming proposals. The SEC shall meet in executive session to consider these proposals and shall maintain confidentiality regarding its deliberations. In reviewing naming proposals, the SEC shall consider:
   a) The fit between the proposal and the criteria for naming outlined in Section 2.0 above.
   b) The appropriateness of the monetary gift involved, if any, for the significance of the entity to be named.
   c) The vetting process that was employed to insure the integrity of the gift, as well as the integrity of the donor.
   d) The consultation process employed to insure that the proposal has the support of affected faculty and/or students.
4.1 The SEC’s recommendation shall be transmitted confidentially to the President.

Noise Abatement
1.0 An instructor, staff member, or student hampered by noise pollution may call the Office of the Director of Public Safety to request a decibel meter reading of the sound level in his or her classroom or office. The Director of Facilities Planning, Design and Construction shall prohibit repeatedly noisy events from occurring in specific areas, order removal of noisy machinery to a more remote site, or do whatever is necessary to eliminate a persistent source of noise pollution.
2.0 Equipment buyers in Physical Plant operations shall consider carefully the noise generated by machinery being considered for purchase. Equipment that causes excessive noise in classrooms and offices shall be phased out as rapidly as possible.
Existing and future fixed machinery shall be installed in noise-abating acoustical environments.

No motorcycle parking lots shall be allowed in the campus interior.

Authorization to bring moving vehicles into the campus interior shall be regulated to avoid noise.

Campus planning shall include noise abatement. The Campus Development Committee may consider abolishing parking in the campus interior except for service vehicles, handicapped parking, and any other essential use, and replacing paved lots with landscaping and benches.

**Parking and Traffic**

**1.0 Permit Requirements**

1.1 State law requires that a fee be charged for parking on university property by San Diego State University faculty, staff, and students. Every vehicle, including those with specialized license plates, not otherwise exempt, that occupies a parking stall shall display a valid permit in accordance with the regulation and time and date posted. Parking lots and structures shall have signs posted indicating when parking permits are required.

1.2 Faculty and staff members with valid parking permits shall park in areas designated for faculty and staff. Faculty and staff members may use student parking facilities with a Faculty/Staff permit.

**2.0 Regulations:** The complete and current university Parking Rules and Regulations shall be published each semester in the Class Schedule.

2.1 **General**

2.11 The regulations of the State of California Vehicle Code and the traffic laws of the City of San Diego and San Diego State University shall govern traffic and parking on the campus of San Diego State University.

2.12 Title 5 of the California Code of Regulations, art. 7, subchap. 5, reads in part: “No person shall drive any vehicle, nor shall any person stop, park or leave standing, any vehicle upon the driveways, paths, or grounds of any campus, except with the permission of the president of the campus where such a vehicle is driven or parked.”

2.13 The garaging of vehicles shall be prohibited except for residence hall tenants with the appropriate permit to park for long term in selected residence hall areas.

2.2 **Violations:** The university shall be authorized to create and enforce parking regulations pursuant to the California Vehicle Code, sec. 21113(a). In addition, other state and local laws relative to parking and vehicle operation shall be enforced on university property.

**3.0 Residence Hall Parking:** A special parking area may be set aside for those living in specified residence halls; these residents shall receive designated parking permits for use in that campus area only.

**4.0 Skateboards and Roller Skates, Bicycles and Motor Scooters**

4.1 Skateboards, roller skates, bicycles, and similar personal wheeled conveyances may only be operated on streets and designated paths. In other locations, bicyclists shall walk their bicycles and shall park them in designated parking stands and areas.

4.2 All bicycles on campus shall properly display a valid SDSU bicycle license.

4.3 Bicycles shall be parked only in designated areas. Bicycles attached to railings or other fixtures not designated for bicycle parking are subject to removal and impound.

4.4 In no case shall bicycles, skateboards, roller skates, or similar personal wheeled conveyances be permitted on ramps for handicap access.

4.5 Pedestrians shall have right of way at all times.

---

1 Approved March 2013; Action Memo signed (by President Hirshman) March 2017
4.6 An 8 miles per hour speed limit shall be observed, except on curbed streets.

4.7 Motor scooters, motorbikes, and motorcycles shall be operated only on curbed streets and vehicular thoroughfares. They shall not be ridden or walked elsewhere on campus but shall be parked in areas designated for motorcycles and not in bicycle stands or in areas designated for bicycles.

4.8 Motorized and non-motorized carts, trucks, or dollies approved for operations on campus and only officially permitted motor vehicles shall be operated in areas other than designated bike/skateboard lanes.

4.9 These prohibitions shall not apply to non-ambulatory persons in wheelchairs or to children in carriages or strollers.

4.10 These prohibitions shall be enforced in accordance with the San Diego State University Public Safety Code, Section 100 and the California Vehicle Code, Section 21113(f) (as revised to conform to this policy change).

4.11 The university, at principal entrances and accesses, shall post appropriate signs to campus.

Smoking

1.0 Smoking shall be prohibited by San Diego State University as follows:
   a. In buildings owned and occupied by or leased and occupied by SDSU and in SDSU vehicles,
   b. In SDSU outdoor areas including parking lots,
   c. In outdoor SDSU owned or leased constructed seating areas where people are likely to congregate.
   d. Appropriately worded “no smoking” signs shall be placed in locations where the smoking rule is consistently violated and all public ash receptacles shall be placed in compliance with this policy.

2.0 The distribution of free samples of tobacco products is prohibited. No tobacco-related advertising or sponsorship shall be permitted on SDSU property, at college-sponsored events or in publications produced by the college, with the exception of advertising in a newspaper or magazine that is not produced by SDSU and which is lawfully sold, bought or distributed on campus property. For the purposes of this policy, "tobacco-related" applies to the use of a tobacco brand or corporate name, trademark, logo, symbol or motto, selling message, recognizable pattern of colors or any other indicia of product identification identical to or similar to, or identifiable with, those used for any brand of tobacco products or company which manufactures tobacco products.

3.0 The designated officials in charge of receiving complaints about employees shall be Human Resources, and for complaints about students shall be Student Affairs. Other violations shall be referred to Public Safety, unless other designated officials are named by the President to receive complaints concerning violations of this policy. This official, policy, procedures for complaints, and consequences of violations will be posted online. If needed, AB 795 allows for fines to be assessed for repeat violators, and this avenue will be explored if needed, though social enforcement shall be the primary means of enforcement.

4.0 All members of the campus community will be informed of the smoking policy by widely distributing the campus tobacco policy on an annual basis. The tobacco policy will be clearly posted in employee and student handbooks, on the college/university website, and in other relevant publications. Key components of the policy will be also shared with parents, alumni/ae, and visitors. The general policy will be both printed and electronic formats.

5.0 The university shall offer smoking-cessation assistance for students through Student Health Services and for faculty and staff through the Employee Assistance Program. Interested employees should contact the Center for Human Resources.

6.0 San Diego State University auxiliary organizations shall comply with this policy.

7.0 Smoking shall be permitted in university-sponsored theatre and dance productions and other representations where smoking is part of the script.
Notice of this policy shall be posted at or near principal entrances to the campus and on www.sdsu.edu.

This policy shall implement Cal. Code Regs. Title 5 section 42356 and CSU Memorandum 200-26 and 2003-19 in accordance with the Education Code 89030 and 89031 and Cal. Govt Code sections 7596-7598, and CSU Executive Order 599.

Smoking is defined as inhaling, exhaling, burning, or carrying a lighted or vapor-producing tobacco product. Tobacco is defined as all tobacco-derived or containing products, including, but not limited to, cigarettes (clove, bidis, kreteks), electronic cigarettes, cigars and cigarillos, hookah smoked products, and oral tobacco (spit and spitless, smokeless, chew, snuff).

Space and Equipment

1.0 Entitlements for Space and Equipment

1.1 Instructional program needs and development of faculty potential shall be the criteria for defining entitlements for space and equipment.

1.2 These criteria shall be applied (a) in light of current instructional practices that have proven successful and satisfactory to faculty and students and (b) in view of untapped, yet apparent potential of each portion of the faculty for unique and creative endeavors.

1.3 Existing formulae not pertinent to the stated criteria shall be used only to define the barest minima of space and equipment to be provided within building programs.

1.4 Generally, longer-range plans of new construction shall be favored over frequent and costly programs of converting the function of a physical facility to that of another.

2.0 Faculty Office Space

2.1 Issues regarding a faculty member’s office space allocation shall be negotiated by the faculty member, department chair or school director, and dean of the college.

2.2 When requested, the university shall provide available office space for full-time faculty on leave.

2.3 The university shall provide for storage and for handling of stored materials when a full-time faculty member on leave does not have access to office space.

Student Official E-Mail Address Use Policy

1.0 University Responsibility

1.1 E-mail is an official means of communication with San Diego State University students.

1.2 A student’s official e-mail address is retained as part of the student’s record. Official e-mail addresses will be confidential directory information unless the student requests otherwise.

1.3 Confidentiality regarding student records is protected under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA). All use of official e-mail addresses will be consistent with FERPA and other applicable state and federal laws.

1.4 Official e-mail addresses may be used by university staff and faculty for communications that meet the academic and administrative needs of the university. Official e-mail addresses shall not be used for solicitations.

1.5 Official e-mail addresses shall not be used for notification of disciplinary hearings or any legal actions involving the court system.

1.7 The university will provide a student with an email account to use as his or her official email address for SDSU-related communication.²

2.0 Student Responsibility

² Approved November 2016
2.1 It is the responsibility of the student to ensure his or her official e-mail address is functional and able to receive e-mail from San Diego State University. “Mailbox full,” “user unknown” or spam blockers are not acceptable reasons for missing university messages.

2.2 Each admitted and matriculated student is expected to check his or her official e-mail address in order to stay current with university communications.